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this site offers a section for kids movie and tv show subtitles. there are only around 50 tv shows available right now, but its a good start. they also have their own tv show reviews, and, like the feature film section, there are links to find where the
subtitles are available online. but its limited to a few broad categories, and its very easy to get lost in the search tool without any warnings of what youre doing. and, as the title suggests, this is more geared towards kids and parents than anyone else.
here, youll find around 4,000 episodes of original doctor who and its spinoffs available. youll also find three different languages for the episode, and two versions of the programme, but youll have to know the exact programme number to find out which
version to download. there is also a live video link to view the show in the correct language, so you cant actually choose to view the show on the site but have to be at home to view it. its all very easy to navigate and sort through the results if you know
exactly what youre looking for. if youre looking for exactly the right language subtitle, there is also the option of searching for subtitles by popularity. you can search by the most recently uploaded or most popular results, which is handy if youre looking
for an obscure movie with no available subtitles. theres also a download button in the middle of the page for downloading every subtitles option, but i found that the results didnt have the best quality. for japanese and chinese languages, youre required
to use crunchyrolls shop to access the subtitles and download them. this takes you to another page, but you can add subtitles to your account through that interface if you want to download subtitles through the same site where you buy your anime. its

convenient, but i found that the subtitles seemed to have a lower quality than the other sites on this list. i also found that even though crunchyroll credits the person who posted the subtitles, the name is not listed at the top of the subtitles file. that
might not be a deal-breaker, but i wished that it was.
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aside from the interface issues, downsub
really is the best of the bunch. youll find the

highest quality subtitles for your favorite
shows by searching for the channels in the

search bar. it does have an issue or two, but
the good outweigh the bad. surprised? thats

because youre probably thinking that the
best way to get high quality subtitles is to
import them from the subtitle files that are

available from most video-sharing platforms.
thats a great idea, but for us, downsub offers

so much more that we can only give it 5
stars. although it doesnt have as many
results for anime as crunchyroll does,

downsub does offer some of the best quality
subs. it starts off a little slower than the

others, though. the interface is simple and
easy to navigate. it also allows you to

request subtitles by language. the results
are grouped by popularity or language, but

selecting a specific language doesnt seem to
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give you any specific search results. it also
lacks an option to search for high-quality
subtitles. the interface is really good. it

doesnt have as many results as the others,
but it does have a good layout. the results
are easy to find and you can sort them by

popularity or language. this can be
especially helpful if youre looking for subs in

a language that your streaming service
doesnt offer. it also has an option to find

high-quality subtitles for anime. all of these
sites offer you a way to find the best

subtitles for each anime. the differences
between them come from their interfaces,

the results, the number of subtitles
available, the amount of results, and how
convenient it is to download the subtitles

from them. 5ec8ef588b
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